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April 12, 1982 G~

SLNRC 82-020 FILE: 0671.1.2
SUBJ: NUREG-0737 Item I.D.1

t Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director'

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Docket Nos. STN 50-482 and STN 50-483

Ref: 1) SLNRC 82-016, dated March 16, 1982

' Dear Mr. Denton:.

Reference 1 forwarded the revised SNUPPS responses to the NRC human engi-
neering findings on the Callaway control room. Attached to this letter
are the results of the SNUPPS annunciator prioritization study. This
study addresses findings 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and
6.33 from the referenced letter. Please note the following items which
respond to the particular findings indicated below.

Finding 3.9 - Demarcation lines have been added to the panels
to divide the matrices into groups of alarms
related to similar equipment. The location of
these lines will be subject to change in the
future based on operational experience or opera-
tor preference.

IOFinding 3.11 and 3.12 - The annunciator character size that gowill be used is 3/8 inch high by 5/16 inch wide s

with a .06 inch stroke width and 1/4 inch linea

spacing. This results in a height to width ratio /[
of 3.6:3, and a height to stroke width ratio of J

h ER -
*

6.25:1. See enclosure five for a full scale
example of the engravings. ,g

Finding 6.33 - A SNUPPS Control Room abbreviation list has been y
generated by the study. It will be controlled
and used for all abbreviations in the control
room.
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The following study results are attached.

1. Prioritization Guidelines

2. Explanation of General Panel Arrangement

3. SNUPPS Control Room Abbreviations
,

i 4. Drawings of Alarm Panels
1
! 5. Full Scale Drawing of Selected Annunciator Windows

i

The new panel arrangement should close out findings 3.3, 3.4, 3.9,
3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and 6.33.

Very truly yours,

\ CA 4sc\ V
<f- -Nicholas A. Petrick '

JHR/bds/2al
;

cc: G. L. Koester KGE
D. T. McPhee KCPL
D. F. Schnell UE

J. E. Arthur RGE

A. V. Dienhart NSP

J. H. Neisler NRC/ CAL
T. E. Vandel NRC/WC

i
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Enclosure 1.

PRIORITIZATION GUIDELINES

The SNUPPS main control board (MCB) annunciators have been reviewed with
the goal of modifying them to enhance their utility to the control room
operators. Five major concerns were considered in this review. They
are:

Prioritization -

A scheme was developed whereby the relative importance of an annunci-
ator will be apparent to the operator. Of the possible coding schemes,
position was selected as the best alternative. That is, annunciators
near the top of the matrix are more import ant to plant safety than
those near the bottom. Annunciators indicating time-critical hazardous
conditions are closer to the top than those that are less time
critical. For example, an alarm indicating damage to a critical
component would take precedence (be higher in the matrix) than one
indicating a technical specification violation. In addit ion to the
vertical biasing of annunciators, a lateral prioritization is used such
that the most critical safety related annunciators are near the center
of the MCB. This location scheme is simple in practice, and useable
during transient conditions during which a large percentage of the
annunciators are on. Color was rejected as a prioritizing code, with
two exceptions, because of the " Christmas Tree Effect" that would occur
during transients. The exceptions are: " Reactor Trip" and " Turbine
Trip" first-out annunciators, which are red, and the " Safety Injection"
and " Containment Spray" annunciators, which are amber.

Functional Grouping -

Annunciators are grouped so that related ones are closely associated
with each other and are located near the related MCB controls and indi-
cations. Where similar annunciators exist for redundant components or
trains of components, these have been arranged in congruent blocks
arranged left to right by train or component number. The prioritiza-
tion by position is observed within these f unctional groupings.
Alarms that have a sequential relationship have been placed in a
vertical column, in sequence, where practical so that the operator may
identify the progression of increasingly important alarms.

Engraving Size -

The character size chosen for the new engravings is 3/8 inch high
by 5/16 inch wide with a .06 inch stroke width. The letter height,
stroke width to height ratio, and letter height to width ratio have
been modified to improve ledgibility of the annunciator engr avings .
The use of larger letters established an upper limit of three lines and
9 characters per line on each annunciator tile. This necessitated a
complete revision of annunciator nomenclature.
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Ringback -

In general the alarms selected for ringback were those whose clearance
conveyed some important information to the operator. For example, an
alarm was not chosen for ringback if its presence prompted corrective
action from the control room itself, or if the operator involved in the
correction of the situation was expected to be in conmunication with the

i control room, though not physically present therein. On the other hand
! alarms were chosen for ringback when the clearing of the alarm would ,

take a considerable amount of time, such as when filling tanks in
response to a low level alarm. Those the group chose for ringback are
denoted by a "Y" in enclosure 4. This list may need to be changed as a
result of operational experience.

;

Demarcation Lines -

i The location of annunciator demarcation lines are indicated on enclo-
sure 4. The lines were drawn so as to include similar components
into readily identifiable groupings of approximately 50 tiles or less.
In almost all cases they are straight, vertical lines so as to avoid a
" checkerboard" look to the annunciator matrices.
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Enclosure 2-

EXPLANATION OF GENERAL PANEL ARRANGEMENT

RK016

RK016 consists of two major electrical alarm sections - Class lE and
station service power. Controls and indications for these electrical
systems are contained on the panel directly under the alarm window
matrix.

The station service power alarm subgroups are arranged left to right in
order of decreasing voltage. This alarm arrangement flows smoothly from
RK014, which contains the higher voltage switchyard related al arms. The
major station service power subgroupings are those alarms associated with
the startup transformer, buses PA01 and PA02, and site distribution.
Alarms within each subgrouping are vertically arranged in descending
importance. Lockout alarms are placed above undervoltage alarms since the
presence of a f ault will preclude operator action directed towards rapidly
regaining power.

The major Class 1E power alarm subgroupings are those associated with the
ESF buses, 480 volt distribution and instrument power. The alarms for the
separate ESF buses are placed in adjacent, congruent clusters to assist in
quickly determining individual bus status. The ESF bus undervoltage alarms
are adjacent to their respective shutdown sequencer actuated alarm and to
the diesel generator undervoltage al ann. These reflect very important
relationships. Placing the ESF switchgear room temperature high al anns
with the associated ESF bus alarm group f acilitates rapid assessment in the
event that an electrical f ault leads to a fire. The alarms for instrument
power problems are adjusted to be higher priority than Class 1E 480 volt
distribution based on the significance of problems discussed in pertinent
LER's.

RK018

Major alarm groupings on RK018 are those alarms related to the pressurizer,
reactor makeup and CVCS, ECCS, and ESFAS.

The pressurizer alarm section is located directly behind the pressurizer
heater and spray valve controls and the various channels of indicatico
located on RL002. The pressurizer relief tank alarms are located ir;
close proximity to the alarms showing flow through the pressurizer relief
valves for rapid identification of TMI type sceriarios. Preserving this
cause-effect relationship is more important than placing the pressurizer
relief tank alarms directly above the pressurizer relief tank controls andf

indications.

Subgroups of the CVCS grouping are those alarms concerned with boric acid,
reactor makeup water, the boron thermal regeneration system, letdown, seal
injection, and the volume control tank. These alarms are located directly

behind the system control and indication on RL001 and RL002. The charging
pump trouble alarm, associated with CVCS and ECCS concerns, is located
adjacent to both groups.

|

|
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The ECCS grouping is divided into subgroups associated with the accumula-
tors, boron injection tank, refueling water storage tank, containment
spray, safety injection, and.the residual heat removal system. These
alarms are vertically prioritized above pertinent controls and indications.
Residual heat removal alarms are located on the right of this panel so they
are adjacent to component cooling water alarms on RK020 and therefore
maintain continuity of shutdown heat sink systems. The group of alarms
showing ESFAS maintenance or testing is located immediately above the
CFAS status panel to aid in rapid assessment of any abnormalities.

RK020

RK020 contains component cooling water, essential service water, critical
safety function, RCS temperature and plant computer alarm groupings.

The component cooling water and essential service water alarms are located
directly above their respective controls and indications with the alarms
pertaining to the individual component cooling water trains arranged into
adj acent, congruent clusters. These alarms also reflect RCS heat sink
status during shutdown conditions.

The critical safety function alarms are generally derived from the West-
inghouse Owners Group emergency procedures. These alarms are related to
challenges to heat sink av ail ability, core cooling, RCS inventory, RCS
integrity, containment integrity, subcriticality and control room habit-
ability. However, RCS inventory alarms associated with the pressurizer
and heat sink al arms related to the steam generator and auxiliary feed
pumps are located so as to maintain proximity to their controls and indi-
cations. The alarms for safety injection and for containment spray actua-
tion are of such importance that they are the only MCB annunciated alarms to
be amber colored. (Located at positions A58 and A59).

RCS temperature al arms are located directly behind the RCS temperature
channel indication and control on RL004.

RK022

The lef t-hand portion of Panel RK022 is devoted to alarms related to the
RCP's. The RCP controls and/or indications are located below this group-
ing. The RCP Overload Trip alarms were not located at the top of the
matrix because they are after the fact alarms for which no immediate
corrective actions can be taken.

The center portion of RK022 contains alarms related to rod control and
nuclear instrumentation. These alarms are arranged in such a manner that
the most limiting or urgent alarms progress towards the top. These are
all located directly in front of the operator (s) and above controls and/or
indications for them. The alarms for the spent fuel pool system are also
located in this section of the board in a similar progressive manner.
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The following alarms have been placed in this location so they can be
observed equally well by the B0P and R0 due to their interest to both
operators: Loose Parts Monitor, Rod Drive M/G Set Trouble, Turbine Impulse
Pressure Channel Out of Service.

The right-hand side of this panel is reserved for the Reactor trip First
Out alarms. The original panel reserved six columns for first out alarms.
We are reducing this to five. Within this grouping, subgroups have been
formed. The left-hand column of the First Out alarms are directly tied to
the alarms two columns to the left and therefore follow a normal left to
right progression. The second subgroup is related to Nuclear Instrmen-
tation trips, except the S/G lo level which is a very likely trip alarm and
is therefore placed on the top row. The third subgroup is totally concerned
with the RCP's, the fourth group with the pressurizer and the fifth group
with Safety Injection signals.

RK024

The left and center portions of panel RK024 are devoted to alarms related
to the diesel generator fuel system and instrument air. They have been
arranged with the controls and/or indication directly below the alarm
groups associated with them. All sep alarms except those representing
a challenge to containment integrity (on RK020) were grouped together
above the sump pump controls. Even though there are no controls or indica-
tions for some of the sep alarms, this grouping keeps these sep alarms
together.

The seismic instruentation was placed in the center portion of the panel
with intensity increasing progressively towards the top. Alarms relating
to the moisture separators and feedwater heaters have been grouped together
in the right center portion with the higher priority being given to those
alarms indicating more iminent turbine damage.

Miscellaneous alarms dealing with plant heating and cooling, DI water, and
radwaste have been placed near the bottom of the panel in the center and
right portion of the board. These have been individually grouped to set
them apart from the remainder of the alarms. The upper right portion of
RK024 has the alarms dealing with the S/G grouped in progressive order.
This location is also directly in front of the 80P operators main console
where the controls to regulate S/G level are located.

RK026

The left portion of Panel RK026 is devoted to Turbine First Out alarms in
the first three columns. To the right of the first out alarms are the
other alarms associated with the main turbine. Turbine alarms which will
result in turbine trip first out alarms if left uncorrected are located as
close as possible to the associated first out alarms.

:

|



Enclosure 2
Page 4

The center portion of the board contains alarms for the Main and Auxiliary
feedwater pumps. These have been subgrouped by Main feedwater punps A and
B, and alarms common to both A and B; and Auxiliary feedwater pumps.
Within each subgroup, the alarms follow a natural progression of increasing
importance for immediate operator attention to correct the condition (s).

The right portion of RK026 is devoted to alarms related to the generator
and main transformers. The more critical alarms were placed near the
top and trouble alarms below these.

i



ENCLOSURE 3

SNUPPS ANNUNCIATOR ABBREVIATIONS

A,_

ACTIVE ACT

ACCUMULATOR ACC

ADDITIVE / ADDITION ADD

ADSORBER ADS

AFTER AFT

ALTERNATING CURRENT AC

ATMOSPHERE ATMS

AUCTIONEERED AUCT

AUTOMATIC AUTO

AUXILIARY AUX

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER AFW

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER AFAS

ACTUATION SIGNAL

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER PUMP AFP

AVERAGE AVG

B,

BACK-UP B/U

BALANCE OF PLANT B0P

BATTERY BATT

BEARING BRG
|

|

|

-1-

|



B cont.

BISTABLE B/S

BLOCK / BLOCK BLOC

BOILER BLR

BORIC ACID BA

BORON INJECTION SURGE TANK BIST

BORON INJECTION TANK BIT

BORON RECYCLE SYSTEM BRS

BORON THERMAL REGENERATION SYSTEM BTRS

BOTTOM B0T

BREAKER BKR

BUILDING BLD

BYPASS BYP

E

CABINET CAB

CARBON DIOXIDE CO2

CENTRAL CENT

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT CPU

CHANNEL CH

CHARGING CHG

CHEMICAL CHEM

CHEMICAL VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM CVCS

CHILLER CHL

_2_
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C cont.

CHLORINE CL2

CLOSED COOLING WATER CLCW

COMPENSATING CMP

COMP 0NENT COMP

COMPONENT COOLING WATER CCW

COMPRESSED COMPRESS

COMPRESSOR CMPSR

COMPUTER CMPTR

CONDENSATE CNDS
,,,

CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK CST

CONDENSER COND
.

CONDITION CNDTN

CONDITIONER CNDR

CONTAINMENT CTMT

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SIGNAL CISA
PHASE A

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SIGNAL CISB
PHASE B

CONTAINMENT PURGE ISOLATION SIGNAL CPIS
''

,

CONTAINMENT SPRAY CS

CONTAINMENT SPRAY ACTUATION SIGNAL CSAS

CONTROL CTRL

CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION ISOLATION CRVIS
SIGNAL

-3-



C cont.

COOLING COOL

COOLING WATER CW

CROSS-TRIP X-TRIP

.E

DEFEAT DEF

DEGASIFIEP,__ DEGAS

DEMINERALIZER DEMIN

DEMINERALIZED WATER DI WTR

DETECTOR DET

DETERGENT DETERGNT

DEVIATION , DEV
,

,,,, DIESEL GENERATOR DG

DIFFERENTIAL DIFF

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE AP

DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE AT

DIRECT CURRENT DC

| DISCHARGE DISCH

|
DIVERTED DIVERT

DRAIN DRN

DRIVE DR

-4-
,
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E

ECCENTRICITY ECC

ELECTR0 HYDRAULIC CONTROL EHC

EMERGENCY EMERG

EMERGENCY TRIP SYSTEM ETS

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ESF

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ESFAS

ACTUATION SYSTEM

ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER ESW

EXCESS EX

EXHAUST /EXHAUSTER EXH

EXPANSION EXP

L

FAILURE FAIL

FEEDWATER FW

FEEDWATER ISOLATION SIGNAL FWIS

FILTER FLTR

FLANGE FLG

FLOW FLO

FREEZE FRZ

FUEL BUILDING ISOLATION SIGNAL FBIS

G

GEAR GR

I

-5-



G_ cont.

GENERATOR GEN

GOVERN 0R GOV

GROUND GND

H_

HEADER HDR

HEAT EXCHANGER HX

HEAT TRACING HT TRACE

HEATER HTR

HERTZ HZ

HIGH HI

HIGH-HIGH HIHI

HIGH-LOW HILO

HIGH PRESSURE HP

HYDRAULIC HYD

HYDR 0 GEN H2

1
i

IMBALANCE IMBAL
;

!
I IMPULSE IMP

l
INACTIVE INACT'

INJECTION INJ

INSTRUMENT INST

-6-



I cont.

INTERMEDIATE RANGE IR

INVERTER INV

ISOLATE / ISOLATION ISO

5.

KILOV0LT KV

l_

LETOOWN LTDN

LEVEL LEV

LIQUID LIQ

LOCAL LCL

LOSS OF C0OLANT ACCIDENT LOCA

LOW L0

LOW-LOW LOLO

( LOWER LWR

LOW PRESSURE LP

LUBE OIL L-0

M
|

MAIN MN

MAIN FEEDWATER PUMP MFP

MAIN FEEDWATER TURBINE MFT

!

|
|

| -7-
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M Cont.

MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE MSIV

MAKEUP M/V

MECHANICAL MECH

MISALIGNED MISALIGN

MISCELLANE0US MISC

MOISTURE SEPARATOR DRAIN TANK MSDT

M0ISTURE SEPARATOR REHEATER MSR

MOMENTARY MOMENT

MONITOR MON

MOTOR MTR

MOTOR CONTROL CENTER MCC

MOTOR DRIVEN MD

MOTOR GENERATOR MG

N,

NITROGEN N2

NORMAL NORM

NUCLEAR NUC

NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM NIS

NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM NSSS

NUMBER #

i

|

1
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OILY WASTE OW

OPERATE /0PERATIONS OPER

OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAXE OBE

OUT OF SERVICE 005

OVERCURRENT OC

OVERLOAD OL

OVER POWER 6T OPOI

OVERPRESSURE OP

OVERSPEED OVSPD

OVER TEMPERATURE AT OTAT

OVERV0LTAGE OV

OXYGEN 02

P_

PACKING PACK

PHASE 6

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT CHARGING PUMP PDP

POWER PWR

POWER CIRCUIT BREAXER PCB

POWER OPERATED RELIEF VALVE PORV

POWER RANGE PR

PRESSURE PRESS

PRESSURIZER PZR

PRESSURIZER RELIEF TANK PRT

_9
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P cont.

PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM PCS

PROTECTION PROT

PUMP PMP

R.,

RADIATION RAD

RADWASTE RW

REACTOR RX

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP RCP

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM RCS

REACTOR MAKEUP WATER STORAGE TANK RMWST

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL RV

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL INDICATION RVLIS
SYSTEMj

RECIRCULATION RECIRC-

RECYCLE HOLDUP TANK RHT
,

i
; REFEREtiCE REF

!
| REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK RWST

REGENERATIVE REGEN

REGULATOR REG

'.

REHEATER DRAIN TANK RHDT

RESERV0IR RSVR

! RESIDUAL-HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM RHR I
'

|

|
|
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R_ cont.

1

-RESISTANCE TEMPERATURE DETECTOR RTD

RESPONSE SPECTRUM RECORDER R SPCTRM

j RETURN RTN

'

R00 POSITION INDICATOR RPI4

'

ROOM RM

E
s

SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE SSE

SAFETY SFTY

SAFETY INJECTION SI,

SAMPLE SAMP

SANITARY SAN

SECONDARY SEC
7

: SEPARATOR SEP

i
SEQUENCE SEQ

SETPOINT SETPT

1.
4 SHAFT LUBE OIL PUMP SLOP

i

SHOWER SHWR

,
SHUTDOWN S/D

SIGNAL SIG

SOLID STATE PROTECTION SYSTEM SSPS

i SOURCE RANGE SR

{ SPEED SPD

:

i - 11 -
,
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S_ cont.

SPENT FUEL POOL SFP

STAGE STG

STANDPIPE STNDPIPE

STARTUP S/U

STATION STA

STEAM STM

STEAM GENERATOR SG

STEAM LINE STMLINE

STORAGE- STOR

STRAINER STR

SUCTION SUCT

SUMP SMP

SUPPLY SPLY

SURGE- SRG

SWITCHGEAR SWGR

SYSTEM SYS

I

TANK TK

TEMPERATURE TEMP

TEMPERATURE (AUCTIONEERED) T AUCT

TEMPERATURE (AVERAGE) T AVG

TEMPERATURE (REFERENCE) T REF

- 12 -



T cont.

THERMAL BARRIER THRM BAR

THRUST BEARING T-BRG

TOWER TWR

TRAIN TRN

TRANSFER XFR

TRANSFORMER XFMR

TRIP TRP

TUNNEL TNL

TURBINE TURB

TURBINE DRIVEN TD

U_

ULTIMATE HEAT SINK UHS

UNDERFREQUENCY UF

UNDERVOLTAGE UV

UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY UPS

UPPER UP

URGENT URG i

1

CiCVUM VAC

VALVE VLV

VALVES VLVS

- 13 -
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V cont.

VENTILATION VENT

VIBRATION VIB

VOLT V

VOLTAGE VOLT

VOLUME CONTROL TANK VCT

E

WATER WTR

WIDE RANGE WR

- 14 -
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SIG LOSS 24V /125V EHC CTRL
'

l

l

| B/U OVSPD X-TRIP PWR LOSS
TURB TRIP TURB TRIP TURB TRIP

t UNIT ETS
MANUAL

TRIP PRESS LO
TURB TRIP

TURB TRIP TURB TRIP
|
|

!
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